
Action Notes of the Consultation Review Meeting held  10am-12.45pm, 11th April 2017 

at 36 Salisbury Crescent 

Present:  Sam Clarke (chair), Jim Campbell, Bob Colenutt, Shamus Donald, Henk van Es, Neil 

MacLennan, Martin Roberts, Natasha Robinson [minutes secretary], Cllr Liz Wade, Lisl Osman 

[observer] 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Sam Clarke distributed the Draft Neighbourhood Plan for Consultation, and summary sheets for 
policies RBC1, RBS2, TRS1, HOS1, HOS2, HOS5, ENS4, ENS5, ENS8 to be discussed at today’s meeting.  
Those present asked that Alexandra Park [HCC2] and Health Centre [HCC1] also be discussed today.  
It was agreed that Alexandra Park should be discussed as it had attracted a large number of 
comments at consultation, and that the Health Centre would be given full consideration at a further 
meeting. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
RBC 1:  PARKING 
The focus was car parking [vs cycle/motorcycle/other]:  short term parking supports users of the 
commercial centre [to be maintained/supported]; longer term parking supports commuters and 
those who work in the area or nearby [to be discourage/decreased where feasible].  Neither 
conflicts significantly with through traffic.  Where facilities change and parking is lost [eg Health 
Centre, Alexandra Park] this must be taken into account in overall parking provision when Diamond 
Place is developed. 
 
Provision may need to be flexible in view of changing services at Diamond Place.  What might the 
University requirements be, and what capacity needs to be allowed for? 
There is significant private parking associated with businesses which was not considered in detail. 
 
Is there inconsistency between this and other transport policies? 
 
RBC 1 should not be considered a spatial policy.  It cross references to TRC6 which describes a need 
for ‘adequate’ parking provision.  This term is insufficiently precise to withstand challenge. 
 
ACTIONS 

1. Substitute ‘same’ or ‘similar’ for ‘adequate’ to describe provision of visitor parking 

2. Reflect potential impact of Health Centre on parking requirements 

3. Cite the current Oxford transport strategy 

4. Change classification from spatial to community policy 

5. Neil to redraft policy with ??who, but retaining principles as stated and the rational for this 

RBS2 – RETAIL 
 
 
2015 government legislation relaxed permitted development in the district centre allowing 
increasing eg estate agents, banks in place of retail, which was the City’s previously preferred 
commercial use.  Opinions expressed through consultation will need to conform to current 
regulations, and if we propose restrictions for certain types of usage this may conflict with regulation 
and be rejected by the Inspector. 



Headington have recognised the above by stating that they will work with the Council to determine 
the optimum mix of different uses [retail/restaurants/offices/banks etc].  Council policy is more 
likely than not to reflect local preference for more shops and fewer restaurants and estate agents at 
ground level. 
 
ACTIONS 

 Change from spatial to community policy 

 Adopt ‘Headington approach’ and work with the City Council to find and optimum 

specification for retail and other units 

 Redraft the current suggested action with rationale [Sam] 

 
TRS1 – SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT 
What is the definition of a travel plan?  What is the threshold of development that requires a Travel 
Plan?  Need to link to County Council documents giving explanation for above. 
Parking spaces 1/bed + 1 for visitor is unreasonably high for larger homes. 
Deliveries are on the increase and create additional traffic.  How can this be made more sustainable?  
This was not considered in detail in the consultation other than ‘freight consolidation facilities’ 
which may be beyond our scope if located outwith SStM area. 
Policy needs to be divided into 2 to look at sustainable transport and sustainable transport design. 
ACTIONS 

 Henk to draft statement describing options for delivery traffic [? As TRC] 

2. Delete reference to ‘freight’ for now 

3. Divide policy into 2 documents 

4. Neil to redraft policy 

 
HOS1 - LOCAL DWELLING SIZE 
An SPD exists based on 2004 housing data, which is very probably out of date, and says that smaller 
units are widespread.  Observation suggests that new building tends to be large houses, but we have 
no evidence.  ?a recent study undertaken by Brookes may help. 
How does the desire for smaller housing units fit with NOVSCA design statements [ie tending 
towards larger homes] 
A statement that development should ‘give priority’ to certain housing sizes is not enforceable.   
What is the reasoning behind opposition to HMO’s?  Should these be described in a less negative 
way?  They may be preferable in some circumstances?  They are associated with large numbers of 
cars per building, and where HMO’s dominate, the community changes.   
 
 
ACTIONS 

 Obtain Brookes data if possible [Bob] 

 Cite above if usable current information 

 Consider either a separate policy for HMO’s or delay inclusion in this document until we 

have more understanding of . . . . . . 

HCC2 – ALEXANDRA PARK 
 



[discussed at the request of JC] 
 
This had generated the most comment in the consultation, possibly due to the mobilisation of the 
tennis club members.  Comments tended towards negative. 
 
There is agreement that 12 courts [6 + 6 hardcourt/grass] is appropriate. 
 
Lack of consistency/agreement in responses makes further actions more difficult to determine.  Is 
this a park for children and parents?  Somewhere for people to come and eat their lunch or older 
people to enjoy an outdoor space?  Is it principally tennis courts plus a few other facilities?  How 
best to present this amenity as a benefit for all the local residents, not just the few who play tennis.  
Could schools use it? 
Parking is substantial and could be reduce [to 6 spaces] to allow for visiting teams to park [could 
they be expected to park and ride?].  It is charged and ‘parks’ rate but is widely used by others 
working/shopping nearby. 
 
ACTIONS 

1. Recommend 6 + 6 courts 

2. Reduce parking to 6 spaces 

3. Present the park as an amenity for all age groups and users 

4. Work with the Council to promote wider use 

5. Remove the recommended 5-year review 

6. Jim to revise the document 

 
HOS2 - AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
What is the local applicable definition of ‘affordable’ vs social and key-worker housing, and its 
relationship to housing that is retained in public ownership?  Is Keyworker more relevant in Oxford? 
Is there difference of opinion between the Council, and the University or NHS who might wish to 
build keyworker accommodation and so avoid social housing levy. 
Again, Headington’s approach is to work with the City to develop harmonised principles with the 
Local Plan.  This could work for us as we are generally in agreement with the Council’s approach. 
Is this topic so important to us in principle that we should state what we believe and test it out 
against the Local Plan and see what happens . . ..? 
 
ACTIONS 

1. Test out our statements with the Council informally [Sam et al] 

2. Follow through with one of the following options: 

a. Discard policy altogether 

b. Adopt ‘Headington approach’ 

c. Rewrite our policy 

 
HOS5 – PROTECTED FAMILY DWELLINGS 
How to write this without it appearing anti-student/University, appearing to set community and 
University at odds?  Should we reframe the statement to appear less unwelcoming? 



We have previously supported SPD which provides for some student accommodation in Diamond 
Place. 
Is there a need to specify the kind of ‘student’ [6th form, non-university, undergraduate, 
postgraduate]? 
The policy is at risk of deletion. 
 
ACTIONS 

1. Define ‘students’ as graduates only 

2. Meet with planners [Sam] 

3. Recognise that Diamond Place is outwith 

 
ENS4 – PROTECTING BIODIVERSITY 
Sarah Harrison is preparing a list of 600 ‘green sites’ in the City, which are being scored [? how] 
possibly on merit, suggesting that low scorers might be considered as potential sites for 
development.  We need to see the map/list. 
As consultation comments were broadly supportive there is little revision required  
 
ACTIONS 

1. Obtain Council list of green spaces [Liz] 

2. Draw up SStM list of green spaces and compare [Sam] 

3. Amend proposal summary to ‘proposals affecting this land which may result in harm’ 

ENS5 – SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION 
Ministerial statement specifically excludes this topic from Neighbourhood Plans. 
Can we make it a Community Policy as an important statement? 
Current building standards are substantially lower than we have specified, and we do not know if 
they are being enforced, especially with smaller private domestic developments. 
 
ACTION  

1. Redraft as community policy [Sam] 

 
Outstanding actions: 

1. Reconvene to complete review of policies/feedback [Sam to send Doodle request for 2 more 

dates] - Date of next meeting is Steering Group, 6pm 12th April, 36 Salisbury Crescent 

2. Sam to meet Tom Morris for further negotiation on reviews of consultation to date 

3. Do some numerical analysis of responses to policies yet for review [Lisl has already done so 

and will send, and attend Steering Group as observer] 

4. Consider Health Centre as a priority ASAP 

 


